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anatomical
Of or relating to the branch of morphology that studies the structure of
organisms.
Anatomical abnormalities.

computer A machine for performing calculations automatically.

conceptual Being or characterized by concepts or their formation.
Conceptual discussions.

congruence Agreement or harmony; compatibility.
The results show quite good congruence with recent studies.

construction The act of constructing something.
She wore her hair in an amazing construction of whirls and ribbons.

constructive Having or intended to have a useful or beneficial purpose.
A constructive attitude.

dissection Very detailed analysis of a text or idea.
This dissection of modern relationships.

equilateral Having all sides or faces equal.
An equilateral triangle.

establishment An organization founded and united for a specific purpose.
Hotels or catering establishments.

ferroconcrete
Concrete with metal and/or mesh added to provide extra support against
stresses.
A ferroconcrete storage tank.

form Details of previous performances by a racehorse or greyhound.
He first sketches the plot in outline form.

frame Enclose in a frame as of a picture.
We have in our inward frame various affections.

framework A structure supporting or containing something.
A conservatory in a delicate framework of iron.
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functional Performing or capable of performing.
A functional role.

functionalist An adherent of functionalism.

invent Make up (an idea, name, story, etc.), especially so as to deceive someone.
He invented an improved form of the steam engine.

lattice An interlaced structure or pattern resembling a lattice.
The lift stopped and he peered through the metal lattice.

lineament
A characteristic property that defines the apparent individual nature of
something.
I recognized those haggard lineaments.

morphological Relating to the form or structure of things.
Morphological differences.

morphology
The branch of biology that deals with the form of living organisms, and
with relationships between their structures.
Grammar is organized along two main dimensions morphology and
syntax.

polymorphous Having or occurring in several distinct forms.
Polymorphous crystallization.

remodel Cast or model anew.
She remodelled the head with careful fingers.

rigidity Inability to be changed or adapted.
The tough substance that gives plants their rigidity.

sculpture A work of art made by sculpture.
A bronze sculpture.

simulation
The production of a computer model of something, especially for the
purpose of study.
Simulation models will allow researchers to test different strategies.

skeleton
A sport in which a competitor races down a frozen track on a skeleton
sled.
There was only a skeleton staff on duty.

structural Relating to or concerned with the morphology of plants and animals.
There have been structural changes in the industry.

structuralism An anthropological theory that there are unobservable social structures
that generate observable social phenomena.

structure Give a structure to.
The structure of the benzene molecule.
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version Create a new version of.
A revised version of the paper was produced for a later meeting.


